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Sy n o psis
This paper reports the progress as well as the improvement in 
the methods being used in the development of drainage maps of 
fine detail from aerial photographs of the several counties of Indiana. 
This drainage mapping, which is about 25 percent complete, is a part 
of the current highway research program at Purdue University; it 
is conducted by the State Highway Commission of Indiana and 
the Joint Highway Research Project (a cooperative endeavor financed 
by the State Highway Commission of Indiana and administered by 
Purdue University).
The field of civil engineering has been broadened in scope by 
the introduction of airphoto interpretation. Superperformance is de­
manded of our highways, railroads, power lines, and other transporta­
tion agencies. There is a growing need for detailed drainage maps 
for use in the location, design, and construction of highway, airport, 
public-health, and flood-control projects. Airphotos can be employed in 
the construction of detailed drainage maps. Such maps can be used by 
both technically trained and untrained personnel.
The airphotos used in making these drainage maps were taken in 
1937-1943 in connection with the United States Department of Agri­
culture map program. The prints were obtained from the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration along with the photographs of uncontrolled 
mosaics known as county index sheets. Approximately 25,000 prints 
were required for complete stereo-coverage of the state (5).*
^Numbers in parentheses refer to the bibliography, page 102.
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Drainage maps of various types have existed for many years; 
however, limited use has been made of the methods of constructing 
drainage maps from airphotos. To construct maps of the surface 
drainage systems of Indiana it was necessary to develop an accurate 
and economical method for transferring drainage data portrayed on the 
airphotos onto base maps. One of the major problems encountered was 
that there are no accurate base maps of Indiana. However, it was 
found that available county maps could be used with certain modifi­
cations. Variations in the distances between section lines, as recorded 
on the original county maps, have necessitated minor base-map correc­
tions; and slight differences in the scale of the airphotos have required 
focusing adjustments in the fitting of the airphoto images to the base 
maps. An additional problem has been that of transferring drainage 
data from large-scale airphoto prints to small-scale county base maps. 
Inaccuracies in the transferring procedure have been found to be 
small and relative in character.
The completed drainage maps not only show the major streams 
and their principal tributaries, but indicate the courses of the drain­
age ways from their beginnings as field gullies at the watershed 
divides.
Such maps have application in obtaining drainage areas for use in 
county and state highway construction, in airport construction, and in 
flood control projects. Drainage maps exhibit drainage patterns which 
are important clues to the identification of soils and underlying rocks 
of the areas covered by the maps.
A number of governmental agencies have shown interest in the 
mapping program. The Indiana Conservation Department, the Bureau 
of Government Research, the Ohio Department of Highways, the 
Flood Control and W ater Resources Commission of Indiana, the State 
Board of Health, and several officials of Indiana counties have 
either requested maps or information pertaining to their procurement 
or development.
This paper supplements a report entitled “Development of Drainage 
Maps from Aerial Photographs,” which was presented at the Twenty- 
sixth Annual Meeting of the Highway Research Board in December, 
1946, at Washington, D. C. (13: 150— 163), and a report entitled 
“Regional Drainage Patterns of Indiana,” which was presented at the 
Thirty-third Annual Purdue Road School in February, 1947, at Purdue 
Univershy, Lafayette, Indiana (15).
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I ntroduction
The construction of Indiana county drainage maps from airphotos 
has been in progress at Purdue University since the spring of 1946. 
Although the translation of airphoto data into drainage maps of large 
areas may have originated in 1933-1934 in the Tennessee Valley 
Authority (18:185, 209) (3), it is believed that Indiana is the first to 
attempt a statewide program of drainage mapping on a county basis. 
For the past five years research engineers working with the Joint 
Highway Research Project at Purdue University have been studying 
aerial photographs of the state, the United States, and various other 
countries in an effort to correlate highway and airport runway per­
formance with recurring “patterns” of drainage and soils observed on 
the airphotos.
Aerial photographic interpretation is essentially the application of 
keen observation coupled with an experience background of association 
of patterns. In the examination of the airphotos, the interpreter can 
readily delineate drainage ways on the airphotos. From these marked 
airphotos, surface drainage maps can be constructed.
Construction of D rainage M aps
Indiana does not have a complete and accurate base map of any 
type on which true projections of distances are represented. Parts of 
the state have been mapped with horizontal and vertical control; but, 
for the most part, these areas are along the navigable streams—the 
Ohio and Wabash Rivers.
The most suitable and accurate available maps of Indiana are 
“blue-line” prints of the General Highway and Transportation County 
maps which were prepared by the State Highway Commission of 
Indiana in cooperation with the United States Department of Agri­
culture and the Bureau of Public Roads (corrected to January 1, 
1937). (See Figure 1.)
Although the scale of these “blue-line” county maps, from which 
the drainage base maps are made, is indicated as one inch equals 
one mile, measurements of land sections on the maps show that the 
“blue-line” prints often are shrunken and that the average land sec­
tions are not one inch square but often fifteen-sixteenths inch square. 
Typical sections are square, but the converging of the meridians, 
errors in the original survey, and errors in map layout have produced 
many irregular sections, some of which are considerably distorted. 
Defects occurring in the original base maps at township lines are fre-
Figure 1. Reproductions of one of the general highway and transportation 
maps used as base maps for the airphoto drainage research mapping pro­
gram—Dearborn County.
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quent and inconsistent with the actual ground layout registered by 
the airphotos.
Base Maps from Existing County Maps. At the beginning of 
this drainage mapping program, paper and cloth tracings of the one- 
inch-to-the-mile-scale maps, showing only section lines and boundaries, 
were prepared for use as drainage base maps. All lines were inked 
on both the paper and the cloth maps. The plan now being followed 
is to make only paper tracings of the county maps, and to ink only
the boundaries and the congressional township lines. The section lines
within the townships are drawn in pencil. The cloth maps are pre­
pared after the paper base maps have been corrected and the drain­
age data transferred to the paper maps from the airphotos. This 
procedure saves considerable time, for it eliminates grid correction 
erasures on the cloth base maps and neater final maps are produced.
Marking Drainage Ways on Airphotos. The airphotos of Indiana 
are standard 7-inch x 9-inch and 9-inch x 9-inch contact prints 
having an approximate scale of 1:20,000 (3 inches per mile). The
airphotos are available in a series of north-south flight strips which
overlap 20 percent; individual prints making up the flight strips 
overlap 60 percent—this gives complete stereo-coverage of the state.
Subsequent adjacent flight strips of the airphotos of a county 
are arranged by reference to the county index sheet. W ith the aid 
of pocket stereoscopes alternate prints of each flight strip are marked 
for drainage. Every distinguishable drainage way is marked on the 
airphotos by using a dark blue china-marking crayon. (See Figure 
2.) (I t is well to note that in marking the prints the lines should 
be as heavy as possible, especially in thickly wooded areas.)
All the drainage ways on each print are marked even though part 
of the area is in the overlap covered by the adjacent print. Repetition 
is encountered by following this procedure, but it has been found to 
be necessary in order that one area can be checked against the other 
in the transferring operation. This aids in maintaining continuity of 
lines on the final map. In rolling terrain these drainage ways are 
easily distinguished by stereovision and no difficulty is experienced 
in marking them. Although some prints of flat areas are in good 
stereovision, difficulty is sometimes experienced in determining inter­
mittent drainage. This is especially true in the alluvium along the 
larger streams of the state. However, this is considered relatively 
unimportant, for in such areas frequent flooding often changes the 
drainage pattern.
Figure 2. Marking drainage ways on the airphoto contact prints with the aid 
of a pocket stereoscope and a blue china-marking crayon (11:30).
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Minute dissection in areas of intense erosion makes the marking 
of such areas on the airphotos a tedious process, for the amount of 
exhibited fine detail is almost unlimited. Likewise, the following of 
the drainage ways from the rolling areas across the alluvium of some 
stream valleys is often an exacting procedure.
Because of the exacting and tedious nature of the work and the 
possibility of developing eyestrain it has been found that such items 
as lighting, table height, and chair comfort are very important. At 
the start of the program, the prints were observed through the stereo­
scopes, using daylight or the overhead electric lights in the room ; 
such an arrangement resulted in considerable eyestrain. It has been 
found that, by using a fluorescent desk lamp (equipped with “white” 
tubes) clamped to a table in front of the observer to shine light 
onto the prints being marked and by careful manipulation of the 
lamp, the light can be reflected at the proper angle, which aids mate­
rially in the location of the stream systems on the prints. If the lamp 
is placed nearly over the print, a glare is produced and details of the 
prints are obscured. From the standpoint of comfort, a desk table 
and an office chair prove to be proper equipment, although many 
“markers” sit on stools at high tables. In order to avoid errors due 
to fatigue caused by eyestrain and cramped posture, short work periods 
are recommended. The marked prints are examined for errors by 
the more experienced workers.
Plotting Section Corners on the Contact Airphoto Prints. The 
section corners are indicated by small crosses made with a red china­
marking crayon on the airphoto prints. Section corners are located 
by comparing the landmarks and physical features shown on the 
“blue-line” county maps with those on the airphoto prints. A control 
check is made by scaling corresponding mile distances on both the 
county maps and the prints (usually to the nearest l/% inch).
Section corners defined by intersecting roads and fences are easy 
to find. (See Figure 3.) Some section corners cannot be dis­
tinguished on the airphotos because the actual corners are in streams 
or wooded areas. In these instances a mosaic of the contact airphoto 
prints of the immediate area is carefully assembled, and approximate 
locations of the obliterated section corners are “established” on 
the airphotos by intersecting lines drawn between known section 
corners.
Sections which are exactly one mile square are usually found to 
be marked on the county maps correctly; these also measure exactly 












































































































































































contributes greatly to the ease of mapping. Narrow and wide sections 
which were established at the time of the ground survey to compen­
sate for errors in surveying and offsets in section lines at meridian 
and base line changes often are accentuated to a greater degree on 
the maps than on the airphotos; occasionally, the reverse is true. In 
these cases, the base maps are “corrected” to correspond with the air­
photo grid.
In conjunction with the location of the section corners the sec­
tion numbers are marked on the airphotos. This facilitates accurate 
transfer of data from the airphotos to the base maps. State and U. S. 
highway routes are marked in red on the airphotos at the time the 
section corners are marked.
It is best to mark the section corners on the airphoto prints 
after the drainage ways have been marked. This prevents the crosses 
and numbers from interfering with the definition of the stream systems.
Uncontrolled Mosaics from Airphoto Prints. At one time in the 
mapping program it was thought necessary to assemble the airphoto 
prints of a county into an uncontrolled mosaic in order to obtain 
an over-all “picture” of the drainage systems and for ease in marking 
section corners. This procedure has been abandoned. However, the 
prints of flight strips are “matched” with each other for continuity 
of drainage lines; and prints of adjacent flight strips are similarly 
matched. Airphotos of small areas are sometimes assembled into 
mosaics for the purpose of “establishing” indistinguishable section 
corners. Only occasionally are the airphotos of even a part of the 
county assembled into a mosaic; this is done after the drainage ways 
and the section corners have been marked in order to check the con­
tinuity of the stream systems. (See Figure 4.)
Preparation of Working Drawings. At first it was thought 
necessary to divide a county map into townships or plots of 36 square 
miles each in order to handle the map conveniently in the transferring 
operation. These small paper drawings were made in pencil from the 
large county paper base maps, and the sections were numbered in the 
proper sequence. It was then found that by inking the section lines 
on the large county paper base maps they could be used as working 
drawings.
In the course of transferring drainage data for successive counties, 
a plan has been worked out whereby errors in section line locations 
on the base maps can be corrected (at least partially). By using the 
congressional township lines as control lines the township base-map
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Figure 4. Examination of airphoto mosaic assembled from the alternate prints 
of a part of a county (11:95).
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section-line grid is checked with that shown on the airphotos by means 
of the reflectoscope transferring device. Township by township, the 
base map is made to agree with the airphoto grid.
Figure 5 is a specific example of a township in which the dotted 
lines indicate the section lines as shown on the “blue-line” map of 
an Indiana county. The solid lines are the “corrected” lines which 
correspond to the land section grid recorded on the airphotos.
After the county base maps have been corrected, all section lines 
are inked and the maps are used as working drawings. (See Figure 
6.)
Figure 5. Corrected township base-map grid. The solid lines correspond to the 
land-section grid recorded on the airphotos.
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Figure 6. Base map of Dearborn County, Indiana. The drainage lines on the airphotos are 
transferred to this map by means of a reflectoscope.
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Mechanics of Transfer. In constructing maps from airphotos, the 
past experience at the Joint Highway Research Project has been to 
follow such methods of data transfer as direct tracing, use of a 
sketchmaster, use of a pantograph, and sketching by eye. Each method 
was found to contain numerous errors, both mechanical and human, 
which resulted in questionable accuracy. After considerable experi­
menting with lenses and projection equipment, it was found that data 
on aerial photographs could be reduced in size from three inches per 
mile to one inch per mile by a reflectoscope, merely by proper adjust­
ment of its lantern-slide objective lens. This idea was incorporated 
into the design of a reflection device, built around a Spencer Classroom 
Delineascope mounted on a sliding shelf, in which the image of an 
airphoto is transmitted through a telescoping lens system and sta­
tionary prism onto a pane of plate glass built into the top of a transfer 
table.
During the past year the original cardboard telescoping extension 
tube has been discarded for one made of metal. (See Figure 7.) A 
plywood hood has been added to the transfer table to screen the plate- 
glass table top from external light sources. (See Figure 8.) A rack- 
and-pinion gear assembly has been added to the sliding shelf to 
facilitate its movement.
Figure 7. Spencer Classroom Delineascope with metal telescoping extension tube 
and the lantern-slide objective lens in place. This improvised attachment 
converts the delineascope into a reducing reflectoscope.
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Figure 8. Transfer table with reflectoscope in place. The plywood hood is to 
screen the plate-glass table top from external light sources; this hood is also 
painted dull black on the inside to minimize glare. The metal knob at the 
lower left is for operating a rack-and-pinion gear assembly to facilitate the 
movement of the sliding shelf on which the reflectoscope rests.
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The reduced airphoto images are recorded in pencil on the county 
working drawings previously prepared on tracing paper. (See Figure 
9.) Small adjustments to fit the images to the scale of the working 
drawings are made by extending or retracting the reflectoscope exten­
sion and by changing the position of the entire projector by the 
manipulation of the sliding shelf. A focusing adjustment on the lens 
aids in image definition.
The airphoto from which the data are to be transferred is in­
serted in the projector and the scale of the images is adjusted so that 
the section corners of each square mile correspond with those on the 
working drawing. The drainage lines are then recorded in pencil on 
the working drawing (12:133), and the highway routes are trans­
ferred with red pencil at the same time. The airphoto is shifted in 
the projector so that its entire area produces an image on the work­
ing drawing, thereby making it possible to transfer all its drainage 
lines. An adjacent airphoto is then inserted and the procedure is 
repeated. The overlap of images proves beneficial in determining the 
proper scale adjustment.
So long as the images of the airphoto section corners coincide with 
those of the working drawings the transferring operation progresses 
smoothly. They usually coincide, since the base maps have been cor­
rected to agree wdth the airphoto grid. But in some instances distortions 
do exist, either in the airphotos or in the working drawings, and the 
section corners will not coincide. Those sections which do coincide 
are transferred first, and the distorted ones are filled in after the 
images are expanded or reduced by the adjustment of the lens system 
of the reflectoscope. Although the airphoto data are transferred in 
square-mile units, the duplicate drainage lines in the overlapping areas 
of the adjacent airphotos are made to coincide by similar adjustments 
of the reflectoscope. Thus the continuity of the drainage systems being 
recorded is maintained.
After the airphoto drainage data have been transferred to the 
county working maps, these penciled maps are checked visually with 
the marked airphoto prints from w7hich the maps were made.
The Final Drainage M ap . Upon the completion of the pencil 
working drawings the cloth maps are prepared from these paper 
drainage maps. The highway routes, section lines, and county boun­
daries are traced in ink before the inking of the drainage ways because 


















































Figure 10 is a typical example of a completed drainage map; it 
illustrates the manner in which the drainage data and other pertinent 
information are recorded on the final map.
Figure 10. Drainage map of Marion County, Indiana.
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In the drafting of the final map the various map symbols used are 
identified by a legend. (See Figure 11.) The items on this legend 
have statewide application; and they may not all appear on any one 
map. Major streams are shown by double lines, perennial creeks by 
heavy single lines, and intermittent drainage ways by light single 
lines. Solid lines give a clearer and more accurate picture of the 
drainage systems than dashed lines. Cities and incorporated towns 
are indicated by areas bounded by dotted lines and cross-hatched with 
fine lines; unincorporated city additions are bounded by dotted lines 
and not cross-hatched. A dot within a circle marks the county seat; 
small circles represent other towns and villages. A star within a circle 
indicates the state capitol. When available approximate elevations of 
the several towns are shown in small figures inclosed in parentheses 
(9), these elevations are railroad track elevations, presumably at the 
depots in the various towns and cities. U. S. and state highways are 
indicated by heavy dashed lines. Section lines are shown by light 
solid single lines, and congressional township corners are indicated 
by numbering four adjacent sections. County lines are shown as “short 
dash-long dash” heavy lines; the state boundary is indicated by heavy 
lines of two short dashes between the long dashes. Lakes and ponds are 
shown as lightly shaded areas bounded by solid lines; infiltration basins 
(marshes and muck areas) are shown as areas bounded by dotted lines. 
Small irregular shaded areas, with or without tributary systems, in­
dicate sink holes. Canals are marked “Canal.” Dams are shown by 
“rake-shaped” symbols with the “teeth” pointing downstream. Bridges 
and headwalls are indicated by conventional symbols simulating the 
respective structures. The names of the major streams and their prin­
cipal tributaries are added to facilitate the use of the map. An ap­
propriate title is given the map.
A “black-and-white” print of each cloth drainage map is presented 
to the Highway Commission in a report containing a short description 
of the stream systems and general soils areas of the county.
Completed D rainage M aps
Surface drainage maps for twenty-four counties in Indiana have 
been completed as of January 15, 1948. (See Figure 12 and Table 1.)
The Parke County drainage map was the first to be constructed. 
This county was chosen because it was mantled by both Wisconsin 
and Illinoian glacial drift, and because its topography ranged from 
nearly level plains to dissected hills along the major streams. The 
original intention was to use the Parke County map as a nucleus and
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Figure 11. Established symbols for indicating drainage features and other per
tinent data on the drainage maps.
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to continue the mapping by completing successive adjoining county 
drainage maps. (See Figure 12.)
As the work progressed, it was decided to prepare a drainage 
map of a residual soil area. Brown County was selected for this
Figure 12. Counties marked with cross-hatching are those for which drainage 
maps have been completed.
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map. About this time drainage patterns of the nine physiographic 
regions of the state were being investigated and studied. Since the 
Dearborn Upland contains rocks of the oldest geologic age in Indiana, 
attention was then focused toward the mapping of the southeastern 
counties.
TABLE 1
L ist of Completed D rainage M aps of I ndiana  Counties 
(Prepared from Airphotos)
C o u n t y D a t e  C o m p l e t e d D i r e c t o r
1. Parke .....................
2. Fountain ............... ............July, 1946 ...................... .......... S. T. Yang
3. Montgomery ........ ............July, 1946 ...................... .......... J. D. Mollard
4. Putnam ................. .......... M. Parvis
5. Vermillion ........... .......... M. Parvis
6. Vigo ....................... .......... M. Parvis
7. Brown ................... ...........M. Parvis
8. Union ................... .......... M. Parvis





14. Clay ....................... ............April, 1947 ..................... .......... M. Parvis
15. Henry ................... ............May, 1947 ...................... .......... W. S. Pollard, Jr.
16. Rush ..................... ............May, 1947 ......................
17. St. Joseph ............. .......... M. Parvis
18. Marion ................. .......... M. Parvis
19. Monroe ................. ............October, 1947 ................. .......... C. J. VanTil
20. Dearborn ............. .......... M. Parvis
21. Bartholomew ........ .......... M. Parvis
22. Jackson ................. ............November, 1947 ............. .......... F. K. Dawson
23. Clark ..................... ...........J. C. Stevens
24. Starke ................... ...........M. Parvis
Shortly afterwards a “priority list” was established by which 
northern as well as central and southern counties would be mapped 
for surface drainage. This plan is being followed at present.
Special studies by graduate students have resulted in the preparation 
of drainage maps for Parke, Fountain, Montgomery, Henry, Rush, 
Monroe, Jackson, and Clark counties.
Drainage maps are partially constructed for Cass, Grant, Shelby, 
and Ripley counties; and airphotos of widely scattered counties are in 
the process of being marked for drainage.
U se of D rainage M aps in  H ighway E ngineering
Drainage Maps Aid in Highway Planning. Drainage maps are 
useful in planning routes of projected highways. Many deep gullies 
may be avoided by careful study of the maps since drainage maps 
indicate the relief features of ridges and valleys of the terrain by 
showing the exact location of all surface drainage ways.
Areas of Drainage Basins from Drainage Maps. A drainage basin 
is the “entire area of land drained by a river system,” and divides 
separate drainage basins (4:284). Drainage maps indicate the size 
and shape of drainage basins (watershed areas) ; the detail is fine 
enough that the limits of each area can be defined accurately. In­
dividual drainage basins, or portions of them, can be planimetered 
and the acreage closely determined. For example, the shaded portion 
of the map in Figure 13 measures approximately 17,250 acres. These 
acreage estimates can be used in standard runoff formulas for calculat­
ing waterway areas in highway and airport structure design. Like­
wise, the location, definition, and measured areas of an entire stream 
system can be used in the design of flood-control projects.
Drainage Maps Exhibit Stream Patterns. The highway engineer 
can use drainage maps for comparison of drainage patterns within 
an area, and he can also systematically compare drainage patterns 
of stream systems being studied with established patterns. These com­
parisons help him identify the soil types existing in the area. Know­
ledge of soil types present enables him to locate suitable highway 
materials and to design the highway surface to give maximum per­
formance. The amount of soil sampling required in the course of the 
design of a highway can be reduced if the extent of the soils areas 
is known.
The term “drainage pattern” is used in this paper to apply to 
the manner in which a given set of tributary streams arrange them­
selves within a given drainage basin. These patterns reflect details 
of relief that are characteristic of the geologic materials from which 
the stream valleys have been carved. A dendritic drainage pattern 
is treelike in form : the main stream corresponds to the trunk of
the tree and the tributaries resemble its irregularly subdivided branches, 
limbs, and twigs (17:127). A rectangular drainage pattern shows the 
influence of the angular pattern of rock joints: it is characterized by 
many “abrupt bends” in both the main streams and their tributaries 
(17:129). The subdendritic drainage pattern is a modification of the 
dendritic type which results from streams flowing from a non-resistant
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Figure 13. Complete drainage basin of Little Indian Creek in Floyd County, 
Indiana. The area measures approximately 17,250 acres.
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material area through another of slight structural control; this type 
also shows minor slope control (20:513). The rectilinear drainage 
pattern results from artificial drainage (17) ; it is formed by the net­
work of dredged ditches, built by man in low-lying, nearly level areas 
where the ground-water level is high or natural drainage is blocked.
Drainage pattern texture is a term referring to the spacing of the 
tributaries in a stream system. If the tributaries are closely spaced, 
the texture is “fine” and if they are widely spaced it is “coarse” (17) 
(19:114).
The pattern developed by a stream system of an area appears to 
be very important because it is a "key to geologic structure. Differences 
in topography in different parts of Indiana are such that the state has 
been divided into nine physiographic regions. The topography of each 
southern region, which is more or less sharply separated from the 
other, is the result of the effect of the underlying rocks in their con­
trol over the “land features as sculptured by denudational agents.” 
(10: p. 84). Landforms in the central and northern parts of the state 
are largely depositional. There is a high degree of correlation between 
the patterns of stream systems and the soils and underlying rocks of 
like areas within each of the physiographic regions.
Drainage maps of three counties in different physiographic regions 
have been selected as examples which present drainage patterns char­
acteristic of different geologic materials. Dearborn County has an area 
of 315 square miles and is in the residual soils area of southeastern 
Indiana. Clay County, with an area of 361 square miles, is covered 
with Illinoian glacial drift; it lies in the central western part of the 
state. Starke County, having an area of 314 square miles, is mantled 
with the more recently deposited Wisconsin glacial drift; this county 
is in the northern part of the state.
Figure 14 is a photographic reproduction of the completed drain­
age map of Dearborn County. This county lies within the Dear­
born Upland. 1l he Illinoian glacier completely covered the county, 
but much of the glacial drift has been eroded from the Ordovician 
limestone and shale hills near the Ohio River. Granular terraces are 
to be found along the Whitewater and Ohio rivers. Adjacent to the 
Ohio River are alluvial bottom lands. Colluvial slopes found through­
out the region cause many landslides in highway construction. The 
over-all drainage pattern is “fine” textured.
Figure 15 shows the intricately dendritic drainage pattern found 
in the dissected Ordovician limestone and shale areas of Dearborn
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Figure 14. Drainage map of Dearborn County, Indiana.
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County and throughout the Dearborn Upland. The presence of the 
two materials, laminated limestone and shale, lends the pattern 
developed by the principal tributaries an irregularity which approaches 
that of the rectangular pattern; streams flowing in shale are deflected, 
sometimes sharply, when they contact the more resistant limestone. 
The fine (dense) texture of the pattern is indicative of the magnitude 
of the dissection of the terrain, for the drainage pattern is a function 
of the slope of the land (there is a great difference in elevation between 
the ridges and valleys). Since most of the Illinoian glacial drift has 
been eroded from the hill tops, its presence does not materially affect 
the drainage pattern in this illustration.
Figure 16 is the drainage map of Clay County. Most of Clay 
County lies within the Wabash Lowland, although small areas of 
its eastern and northeastern parts are within the limits of the Craw­
ford Upland. The Illinoian glacier completely covered the county. 
The flat Eel River bottoms were once a glacial lakebed. The under­
lying rocks are, for the most part, the Pennsylvania Coal Measures— 
sandstones, limestones, shales, and coals. Mississippian limestones 
outcrop in the eastern part of the county. The predominant drainage 
patterns are the subdendritic ones of Illinoian glacial drift-covered 
areas.
Figure 17 is a typical subdendritic drainage pattern of Illinoian 
glacial drift in Clay County (14 :199). This is the oldest surface 
drift in Indiana; its topographical features are subdued (16:427). 
Surface drainage furnishes the identifying airphoto element, which is 
the white fringed gully. The broad, flat bottom of this type of gully 
is formed by runoff waters removing the easily eroded silt from the 
impervious clay subsoil. 4 his pattern is similar to those found 
throughout the Illinoian glacial drift-covered region of the state.
Figure 18 is the drainage map of Starke County. Starke County 
lies wholly within the Kankakee-Lacustrine Section of the Northern 
Moraine and Lake Physiographic Region of the state. The thick 
mantle of Wisconsin glacial drift varies from 40 or 50 feet to over 
200 feet deep (6:171). The general topographic feature of most of 
the county is a flat sand plain. The smoothness of the plain is 
occasionally interrupted by muck ‘‘flats” and broken ridges of sand 
dunes. Principal drainage patterns are the rectilinear ones formed by 
man-made ditches.
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Figure 19 illustrates the rectilinear drainage pattern of an area 
of sand dunes on a sand plain in Starke County. Ditches have been 
dredged in an attempt to lower the ground water level in the low- 
lying sand plain. Since sand is porous, drainage is internal and there 
is no visible drainage pattern for sand dunes. Muck, which is found 
in the depressions, has no drainage pattern since it is formed under 
imperfect drainage conditions. Individual tributary systems of basins 
are dendritic.
Drainage maps can also be used to a limited extent to bound like 
areas of surface soils and near-surface rocks, for certain drainage pat­
terns are developed in certain kinds of geologic materials. Regional 
areas of various types of the surface and underlying materials of the 
state have long been known, but their boundaries have been more 
or less general. W ith the aid of airphotos these boundaries are being 
established within narrow limits. During the drainage mapping pro­
gram the importance of the relationship between drainage patterns 
and types of soils and underlying rocks of regions has been accentuated 
and confirmed. The boundaries of these materials can be defined, 
partially, by changes in drainage patterns. This is illustrated by the 
drainage map of Bartholomew County in Figure 20.
In the northern and eastern parts of Bartholomew County, drain­
age patterns in the Wisconsin glacial drift areas are subdendritic, 
characteristic of Early Wisconsin glacial drift. In the eastern part 
these subdendritic patterns are of medium texture because of the 
rolling terrain of the morainic systems which form a broad “U ” from 
the northeast corner to the southeast corner of the county. Angu­
lar bends indicate that the underlying rocks (limestone and shales) 
have influenced the courses of the larger streams within the Wisconsin 
glacial drift areas.
Subdendritic drainage patterns typical of Illinoian glacial drift 
areas are found halfway between the East Fork White River and the 
western side of the county. These subdendritic drainage patterns be­
come fine-textured near the western boundary of the county where the 
Illinoian glacial drift is relatively thin on sandstone and shale.
The granular terraces are well-drained internally, which accounts 
for the absence of drainage lines on the map in areas where these 
terraces exist (north of Columbus).
O t h e r  U ses o f  D r a in a g e  M aps
Other governmental agencies besides the State Highway Com­






















































































Late in September, 1947, information concerning regional drainage 
patterns in Indiana was furnished an Assistant to the Director, Bureau 
of Government Research, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, 
for use in connection with the preparation of a drainage and water 
problems study for the Henry County (Indiana) Planning Com­
mission.
Early in December, 1947, information concerning the develop­
ment of drainage maps from airphotos was furnished to the Ohio 
Department of Highways.
Copies of completed drainage maps have been furnished the 
Indiana Conservation Department; and in December, 1947, copies of 
completed maps of 23 counties were furnished the Flood Control and 
W ater Resources Commission of Indiana for use in their work.
The Indiana State Board of Health, two county surveyors, and 
an agricultural agent have requested information on the procedure 
for obtaining copies of the completed maps.
A portion of the Starke County drainage map is being used in a 
water supply study of the area in the vicinity of Bass Lake.
Early in January, 1948, a copy of the drainage map of St. Joseph 
County, Indiana, was furnished a member of the faculty of Notre 
Dame University for use in a contemplated research project.
C ost o f  C o n s t r u c t i n g  D r a in a g e  M aps
Accurate drainage maps can be constructed from airphotos in a 
reasonably short period of time. Other mapping methods tried at the 
Joint Highway Research Project have proved to be time-consuming 
and more or less unsatisfactory for accurate transfer of data.
Table 2 presents the total number of hours and the time distribu­
tion required in the construction of drainage maps for Dearborn, Clay, 
and Starke counties. These counties were selected from the list of 
completed maps because they are about equal in area but are 
in different parts of the state.
Each map required less than 1J4 man hours per square mile of 
area to complete it. Of this time about three-fourths man hour per 
square mile was required for the mechanics of construction of the 
maps. This included preparing the base maps, marking drainage ways 
on the airphotos, marking section corners and physical features on 
the airphotos, transferring drainage data from the airphotos to the base 
maps, checking, and drafting the final map. The one-half-man-hour-per- 
square-mile supervision time included spot checking of the marked 
airphotos and the preparation of the written report which accompanies 
every map when it is presented to the Highway Commission.
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C o n c l u s i o n s
Certain tentative conclusions have been drawn as a result of the 
construction of drainage maps from airphotos for 25 percent of the 
counties in Indiana:
1. Detailed drainage maps having a high degree of accuracy can 
be constructed by means of airphoto interpretation.
a. Information required for the making of surface drainage 
maps can be obtained more completely from aerial photo­
graphs than by any other means, especially in regions where 
the soils and relief of the land are complex and full of 
minor detail.
b. A map properly made from airphotos is more consistent 
throughout than one made by the “old-fashioned ground 
survey method” (1:772).
2. It is believed that the procedures followed in the preparation 
of these maps will expedite the construction of many more 
drainage maps to meet the increased demand for such engineer­
ing aids.
a. Improvements in the transfer machine have added to the 
ease of the mapping operation. Further improvements in 
the machine can be made.
b. The quality of the maps has improved because of certain 
changes in procedure in the mapping operation.
3. These drainage maps are of engineering value:
a. Because these maps show topographic irregularities and be­
cause they show the exact location and extent of all drain- 
ageways, they present information concerning watershed 
areas, stream valleys, ridges, highly dissected regions, and 
flat areas. This information can be used in connection with 
preliminary surveys of flood control, highway, and airport 
locations.
b. The detail of these maps is fine enough that the limits of 
each watershed area can be defined accurately; therefore, 
drainage areas can be measured and the data used in the 
design of flood control, highway, and airport structures.
c. The use of surface drainage maps constructed from airphotos 
will aid those who attempt to identify soils and underlying 
rocks through airphoto interpretation. The trained engineer 
can recognize in the completed maps patterns of drainage
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which materially aid him in identifying the soils and under­
lying rocks of the counties.
d. Through analysis of these drainage patterns a definite re­
lationship can be observed between pattern shapes and 
regional geologic materials.
e. The drainage pattern is a “clue to the determination of the 
runoff factor constants” which are used in standard runoff 
formulas (7:80).
f. The use of airphotos is an economical and rapid method in 
mapping areas “where land-survey is almost impossible”
(2:154).
4. The cost of these drainage maps makes them feasible from an 
economic standpoint, since contact aerial photographs are gen­
erally available at low cost, and the maps can be constructed 
in a reasonably short time with improvised equipment.
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